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By the Numbers
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A round-up of private equity
trends and statistics

Asia-Pacific ‘sellers’ thwarting deals

done in most Asia-Pacific regions, according to Ernst & Young’s
Asia-Pacific Private Equity Outlook 2013. The study asked 100 GPs,
LPs and investment bankers focusing on the region what were the
most significant obstacles to getting deals done. Price expectations
came out top in all regions except India, where legal, regulatory and
taxation issues ranked higher.
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Sellers’ high price expectations are the main barrier to getting deals
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The biggest obstacles to private equity investment

Sellers’ valuation
expectations too high
Sellers unwilling to give
up management control
Legal/regulatory
challenges

n	
The problem is particularly acute in South-East Asia, where nearly

Taxation issues

90% of respondents cited high valuations as a major issue.

n	
However, while valuations were the key concern in all but one

Cultural or management
differences

region, the chart demonstrates the heterogeneity of the Asia-Pacific
markets: sellers not wanting to give up management control ranked
second in Japan, and joint second in Australasia and South-East
Asia. In Greater China, this was far less of an obstacle; legal
and regulatory issues were seen as a greater barrier. Meanwhile,
corruption and compliance is an important issue in Greater China
and India, while in South-East Asia this was the least important
concern. In South Korea, the obstacles of cultural or management
differences ranked as high as valuations.

Corruption/compliance
of target
Sellers do not understand the
benefits of PE investment
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Global exit overhang
Realised and unrealised capital and dry powder of global buyout funds by vintage year (at 30 Sep 2012)
n T he economic and market uncertainty that continued into
2012 and beyond is having a clear effect on global PE’s
ability to exit. Funds with vintage years 2005
to 2008, which saw the highest fundraising values,
now account for around two-thirds of unrealised capital
in the industry.
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n W
 ith such a high proportion of unrealised value
concentrated in the 2005-2008 vintages, distributions
from these funds have lagged historical norms by some
margin. Analysis in Bain & Co’s Global Private Equity
Report 2013 shows that five and a half years into the
life of a median 2001 to 2002 vintage North America
fund, GPs had returned two-thirds of the capital they
had invested. Yet buyout funds from the 2006 and 2007
vintages had returned just 15% and 26% respectively
of LPs’ paid-in capital by mid-2012. The spread is wider
for Europe, with 108% and 117% for the 2001 and 2002
funds, against 15% and 14% for the 2006 and 2007
funds five and a half years in.

Pe still outperforming
Median 10-year returns for public pension plans by asset class (at 30 Sep 12)

China faces exit
backlog
Number of exited/unexited private equity
investments in China since 2001
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SWFs’ assets show rapid growth

n	
Assets under management (AUMs) at all major
investor groups have grown considerably over the
last 10 years, as these figures from TheCityUK show.
However, no AUM has grown as fast as sovereign
wealth funds (SWFs), which have seen a more
than fourfold increase in the amount of capital
they manage – much higher than pension funds or
private equity.

15.4
33.9
10.2

Insurance
funds

26.5
11.3

Mutual
funds

n	
This development has been fuelled by high
commodity prices, particularly oil, but also by the
establishment of new SWFs – nearly two-thirds have
been set up since 2000. Last year alone saw new
funds established in Angola and Western Australia.

26.1

Sovereign 1.2
wealth
funds 5.2
Hedge 0.6
funds
2.1

n	
SWF AUMs are set to rise further. TheCityUK
estimates that by the end of 2013, SWFs will manage
$5.6trn and the trend is for further growth. New
funds are being planned in Bolivia, Canada, India,
Japan, Taiwan and Thailand among other countries.
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n In its latest Barometer, Coller Capital said that
the large majority of LPs expected to maintain
or increase their PE allocation to boost overall
portfolio performance.

2009

n A t 30 September 2012, the median
private equity IRR for pension funds was
11.5%, against 6.5% for fixed income,
8.9% for listed equities and 7.7% for the
total investment portfolio.

800

2008

n In interviews with LPs conducted by Bain &
Co, most expected PE to continue to provide
outperformance, particularly as low interest
rates are expected to persist for a number
of years.

2007

n P rivate equity remains one of the topperforming asset classes for investors,
despite the effects of the boom and bust
of recent years.
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n	
SWFs are increasing their direct investments,
but the amount relative to their AUM remains
small, at $57bn in 2012. Most of their capital
goes to funds, with private equity one of the
most important beneficiaries.

n China’s exit overhang is nothing new, but these
figures from China First Capital demonstrate the
scale of the problem. Of 9,000 disclosed deals
in the country since 2000, only 1,300 or so have
been realised. Excluding companies with IPO
applications, there are 7,500 companies in Chinese
GPs’ portfolios, worth more than $100bn in total.
n Difficult stock market conditions in China have
meant that IPOs – the country’s principal exit route
– have become harder to achieve in recent times.
However, the chart above also shows that GPs’ exit
difficulties are a far from recent phenomenon –
even for deals with vintage years of between 2002
and 2005, only around a third of investments have
yet been realised.
n As LPs increasingly seek distributions, one solution
could be secondary sales. However, there are
two issues: one is that many of the investments
have been made through RMB funds – these are
difficult for dollar-denominated secondaries buyers
to access; the other is that, according to China
First Capital, only 200 of the 7,500 are of sufficient
quality to meet the criteria international buyers
would be likely to seek.
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Pushing
performance
How do some of the most successful firms structure CEO
compensation packages to incentivise them to the full? New research
takes a look at this and asks if public companies could learn from
buyout houses’ practice.

E

xecutive compensation has been
something of a hot potato for some
time now. Public company
shareholders in the US and Europe
in particular have started flexing
their muscles to push for new,
more performance-based pay
structures. In a snapshot of results for 2013,
published on 8 April this year, the US proxy
advisory body Institutional Shareholder Services
has recommended voting against 10% of public
companies’ executive remuneration policies
under the new “Say on Pay” provisions put in
place by the Dodd-Frank Act. Other countries,
such as Germany, are believed to be mulling over
whether to put in place similar say on pay
measures to restrain executive pay.
It’s this agitation that led Rüdiger Fahlenbrach
of the Swiss Finance Institute and Henrik
Cronqvist of the Robert Day School of Economics
and Finance to conduct research for their recent
paper, CEO Contract Design: How Do Strong
Principals Do it? The paper explores how CEO
compensation and contracts change when a
publicly listed company goes private through a
private equity-backed buyout. “There is a lot of
debate about executive compensation,” says
Fahlenbrach. “There are questions being raised
about whether there is sufficient contracting
between the CEO and the board and
shareholders in a public company or whether
there is rent extraction by the CEO.”
He adds: “We looked at PE incentive structures
because these are sophisticated investors that
have concentrated ownership of a business. It’s
possible to measure changes pre- and post-LBO
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to see what is important for PE sponsors and
whether we can learn anything about best
practice in PE, and also to see if there are lessons
for public companies.”
The data is based on 20 US take-private deals
executed by large PE firms. The motivation behind
choosing this sample is that these are firms that
have been successful in the past and are therefore
likely to represent the best in class of PE – the
research describes them as “value-maximising
principals”. Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the
focus of PE firms on aligning management
interests with their own, equity participation by the
CEO increases after the take-private. In addition,
PE sponsors do away with more qualitative
measures of performance to introduce more
quantitative measures – they use cash-flow based
metrics, such as increasing EBITDA.
The issue of metrics
“Quantitative measures are very important to PE
backers,” says Fahlenbrach. “Cash flow becomes
more important post-LBO as there is a need to
service increased leverage. But it is also easier to
measure this type of metric and harder for
management to manipulate. Customer satisfaction
metrics, for example, can be fudged; yet you can
also measure customer satisfaction using financial
metrics – if it increases, revenues should rise.”
This manipulation can be an issue in public
companies even where financial measures are
used, says Damian Carnell, director in the
executive compensation practice at Towers
Watson. “As many as 70% of public
companies still use budget targets for CEOs’
annual bonuses,” he explains. “It’s very easy to

%

CEO
compensation

base budgets at the lower end and therefore
make bonuses – which can be worth between
100% and 150% of base pay – easy to achieve.
There are CEOs who know exactly where to
fix bonuses.”
He describes the relationship between a public
company CEO and the remuneration committee
as poacher versus gamekeeper. Yet buyout
houses have a different relationship with portfolio
company CEOs precisely because of the
concentrated ownership, says Fahlenbrach.
“From our research, it is clear that a PE sponsor
can negotiate with a CEO on an equal footing,” he
says. “PE firms have tighter control and oversight
of the business as they not only sit on the boards,
but also have majority ownership. That
relationship is harder – if not impossible – to build
in situations where there is dispersed ownership.”
This relationship is also apparent in another of
the findings: that, unlike in public companies,
PE-backed CEOs must forfeit unvested equity if
they leave before a liquidity event. “While many
terms, such as private use of company aircraft
and other ‘perks’, might not change, there are
some that are so important to PE that they are
non-negotiable,” says Fahlenbrach. “The
forfeiture of unvested equity is one of these. In
PE-backed businesses it is relatively easy to fire a
CEO; in a public company it is far less so. That’s
one of the reasons you tend to find more generous
golden handshakes in public companies – it
makes it easier to get rid of the CEO that way.”
This focus on performance has always been a
feature of PE-backed company CEO contracts.
However, there is evidence to suggest that it has
developed over the years. A PwC report entitled

“PE firms will
generally want
100% of their
compensation
to be linked to
performance and
it’s up to the CEO
to negotiate
that down”
Aaron SanAndres, PwC

How US Private Equity Compensates Management
Through the Investment Cycle says that in a 2008
study which the firm conducted into PE portfolio
company stock compensation, 90% of participants
had some portion of long-term equity incentive
subject to performance vesting. In 2001, the
figure was just 25%.
“PE firms will always inherit a pay and bonus
structure,” says Aaron SanAndres, a principal in
PwC’s human resource services practice and
co-author of the report. “The individual
negotiations with CEOs will be around equity. PE’s
starting point will generally be that they want 100%
of their compensation to be linked to performance
and it’s up to the CEO to negotiate that down.”
One curious finding of the Fahlenbrach/
Cronqvist paper, however, is that CEOs of takeprivates are able to cash out a significant portion of
their equity from the deal itself. The average CEO
who stays with the business post-LBO cashes out
$56.4m from the deal, yet the average amount a
CEO invests in the company equity is only $24.6m.
“This is not what we would have expected or
predicted,” says Fahlenbrach. “The general
perception is that CEOs have to put in a significant
amount of their own capital.”
Indeed, Carnell says that PE houses generally
require executives to put in a meaningful amount.
“PE usually requires ‘hurt money’. This needs to be
set at a level that would be painful if things went
wrong. PE wants CEOs to spring out of bed to
protect their hurt money, but it shouldn’t be so
large as to keep them awake at night.” Carnell
concedes that there has to be some incentive for
CEOs and boards to recommend a take-private
deal. However, the question the research raises is

whether the ratio of cash out to cash in skews
incentives. “One less charitable explanation for this
is that PE houses factor this in to persuade a CEO
to help the deal run smoothly,” says Fahlenbrach.
The real prize
The research finds that base salaries are generally
not changed, although there is an increase of
around 25% where a new CEO is brought in to
compensate for the extra risk of managing a
company that is more highly levered and
demanding in terms of performance. Yet the real
prize is the value of the equity if performance
targets are reached, particularly the IRR-linked
equity grants on successful exit. “The contracts
are designed in a way that says to the CEO: if I get
rich, then so do you,” says Fahlenbrach.
“PE houses don’t care if a CEO becomes
seriously rich if they perform well,” agrees Carnell.
Yet this can cause problems further down the line
with retention, he says. “If a company is going for
an IPO, it can be hard to unwind these packages
to a pay structure that’s more in line with public
company norms. Public markets investors apply
a discount partly because they know that the CEO
will have earned good money.” He points to an
example where a portfolio company was going
public and the human resources team was
attempting to devise a bonus to incentivise the

CEO to stay. “With serious money behind him, this
was never going to work,” says Carnell. “The
advice here is to work with the CEO’s desire to
protect his reputation. You have to acknowledge
they are acting as a free agent and offer a deal on
the basis that he will stay for a while. In the
meantime, start finding a replacement. In my
example, they got round the issue by naming the
successor in the placing documents.”
So what, if anything, do the results of the study
tell us about what could be transferred to a public
company setting? “If you pay equity, make sure
that the CEO cannot vest independent of
performance,” says Fahlenbrach. “You want to
make sure that the contract is written so that the
CEO only makes money if the shareholders do.”
Yet SanAndres suggests PE could also learn
from public companies. “Incentive packages in
PE-backed companies tend to be based on what
the buyout house has done before or on anecdotal
evidence,” he says. “Unlike public companies,
they generally don’t use competitive compensation
benchmarking to set incentives and that might
lead to them over-compensating CEOs – beyond
what one would reasonably expect, given the
increased risk profile of the role. PE firms should
be asking: what data points can we use to make
sure the value proposition is attractive to a CEO,
but not too much so?”

The research
In CEO Contract Design: How Do Strong
Principals Do It?, Henrik Cronqvist and Rüdiger
Fahlenbrach examine 20 US take-privates by
the largest PE sponsors for the period 20052007 to assess how CEO contracts change
between public and private ownership. It finds
that CEO base salaries increase 25%, from an
average $757,000 pre-LBO to $946,000 postLBO. Target bonuses also increase. Much of
these increases are accounted for by rising
salaries and bonuses for newly appointed
CEOs post-LBO.
Target bonuses also increase and are
moved away from qualitative and non-financial
measures to cash flow-based measures, such
as EBITDA, with only 10% of CEOs pre-LBO
benchmarked against EBITDA and 80% postLBO. To incentivise longer-term performance,
CEO equity is granted based on the investment
achieving a certain IRR or multiple. Moreover,
contracts often use vesting conditions that are
contingent on an exit achieving certain
multiples or IRRs (rather than using time-

vesting as in public companies): this helps
focus the CEOs towards achieving an exit.
Other perks, such as personal use of company
aircraft, tend to remain unchanged, but equity
participation by CEOs on a fully diluted basis
more than doubles post-LBO to a median
2.52%. CEOs who are retained post-LBO
invest in the equity of the company much less
than half the amount received as a result of the
LBO deal (cash out), the research finds. The
average ratio of the amount CEOs invest to
cash out from the sale is 0.33.
Another key difference is that vesting
conditions are more restrictive post-LBO if the
CEO leaves before the business is exited:
unvested options are usually cancelled and
equity will not vest immediately. Moreover, the
private equity sponsors can refuse to buy back
vested shares (which have restricted resale).
This is far less evident in public companies.
Overall, the study concludes that CEO
contracts become more performance-sensitive
when a PE firm takes a company private.
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HEAD to Head

Trading places
The past decade has seen the emergence of a secondary market for limited partner positions, making
private equity a more tradable asset class. But what drives liquidity and pricing in this market?
By Grant Murgatroyd.

Florin Vasvari
Florin Vasvari is an associate professor of
accounting at London Business School, where he
holds the London Business School Term Chair, and a
fellow at the Coller Institute of Private Equity. He
co-authored a book, International Private Equity,
published by John Wiley & Sons in 2011. Professor
Vasvari is pursuing research on private equity topics
and debt markets and has published extensively in
top-tier business and academic journals.

“LPs now use the
secondaries
market for
active portfolio
management and
to meet their
liquidity needs”
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T

he secondaries market is considered
opaque as LPs contemplating a sale of
a PE fund interest often can’t be sure
how a position will be valued or
whether there will be buyer appetite for it.
However, research presented at a Coller Institute
event, Liquidity in the Secondaries Private Equity
Market, co-authored by Anya Kleymenova, Eli
Talmor and Florin Vasvari, shines a light on some
of the market’s mechanics.
Two of the key drivers of PE secondaries
liquidity are how much of the committed investor
capital has been invested and how much capital
has already been returned to investors. “A fund is
more liquid if more of its committed capital has
been drawn down,” says Vasvari. “On the other
hand, if a lot of the capital has already been
distributed, the fund becomes less liquid. The
ideal point to sell is when most of the fund’s
capital has been drawn down but the fund’s GPs
have not had a chance to make any distributions
– when a fund is around three to five years old.”
Most secondary investors do not like to commit
to funds that are not yet invested because of blind
pool risk. “When the fund is undrawn, the buyer
does not know what he/she is buying,” he says. “If
the fund is fully drawn, potential buyers can see
where the capital has been invested and can
therefore make a better judgement about the
fund’s value and their expected returns. If the fund
has sold its investments and distributed the capital
back to its LPs, there is nothing left for the buyers
and they would expect low returns.”
Secondaries’ liquidity is greatest for large
buyout fund interests; this is the result of
structural and historical factors. First, the sheer
size of buyout funds means there is a large pool of
potential sellers. Second, large buyout funds have
outperformed venture funds, although Vasvari
observes that investors do not have a good
understanding of the risk factors that drive the
returns in this market: “Maybe the returns have
been better because they are riskier,” he says. A
third reason is the expectation of when returns will
arrive, with venture funds taking longer to return
capital to LPs. Venture funds take on average at

least nine years, while large buyout funds
distribute gains within five to seven years.
Liquidity for secondary PE interests is also
determined by whether a fund is managed by a
GP that has previously had funds sold in the
secondary market by its LPs. If it has, the market
for its secondaries will be more liquid. One reason
for the greater liquidity is that more information is
available about funds that have already traded.
A typical secondaries auction takes six to seven
weeks, which is not a lot of time for a range of
buyers to get comfortable with the strategy and
risks associated with a particular GP. “There may
be a bit of selection bias too,” says Vasvari. “LPs
might be selling funds in GPs that have been on
the market in the past because there is less
information asymmetry that encourages trading. It
is also possible that LPs learn that a GP has had a
fund interest in the market that sold quickly, so
they decide to put their interest up for sale.”
The paper also looked at the way liquidity
affects the pricing of secondaries. “The main
purpose of the paper is to document the impact of
certain variables on liquidity,” says Vasvari. “The
problem is that we do not have the perfect proxies
for liquidity in the secondaries market, so we
proposed three empirical measures that seemed
to make sense (see box, opposite). But are we
really capturing the liquidity construct? One way to
test whether our variables capture liquidity is to
see whether they are priced, because liquidity
should be priced.” The study finds that the higher
the liquidity, the smaller the discount on price.
Overall, the study found that liquidity is
improving. “From the perspective of LPs, the
secondary market helps a lot,” concludes Vasvari.
“LPs now have the opportunity to sell their fund
interests through intermediated auctions, while in
the past there was a stigma associated with
selling. Now people use the secondaries market
for active portfolio management and to meet their
liquidity needs and you do not just see the worstperforming funds on the market. The current
discount is 10%-15% of the funds’ net asset
value, which is not huge, suggesting that we are
not looking at a distressed market.”

T

“

Brenlen Jinkens
Brenlen Jinkens is managing director
of Cogent Partners in London and is
responsible for all aspects of the firm’s
European business. He is also the head of
research for Cogent’s fund monitoring
and due diligence arm. He has worked at
Lehman Brothers Europe and McKinsey &
Company in Paris and London, and has an
MBA from the Graduate School of Business
at Stanford University and a BA from
Princeton University.

“There is every
reason to believe
that the volume
of secondary
trading will
grow over the
next four to
five years”

his is a refreshing piece of research,”
says Brenlen Jinkens, managing
director of Cogent Partners in London.
“In some ways, the academics have
just quantified received wisdom, but they have
taken an academic view and gone about it in a
more structured way than the market would have
and come to their own conclusions.”
The past decade has seen the emergence of a
market for positions in private equity partnership
funds held by LPs. The value of secondaries
transactions hit $24bn in 2011, a tenfold
increase over the decade, according to Coller
Capital. “The amount of actual transaction
volume has grown steadily,” says Jinkens. “The
secondary guys have raised reasonable amounts
of capital, especially in the last couple of years,
but that money is being deployed into the market
over a longer period of time and there is a rough
match between supply and demand. It doesn’t
feel like the market is out of kilter.”
The deepening of liquidity for PE funds is good
news for LPs. “If you are the LP, it creates an
opportunity – should you need to – to take assets
to market with a reasonable expectation that you
will get things done. At a very high level, the
market is providing liquidity in an illiquid asset, so
in principle that should have a price and the price
is usually expressed as a discount. It is not
surprising that secondaries trade at a discount,
given the substance of what is being achieved.”
The secondaries trading market has the
characteristics you would expect from a market
for large, illiquid assets. “It is really down to the
quality of the underlying assets and is entirely
fund-specific,” says Jinkens. “It depends on how
the portfolio companies have performed, on
where the fund is in its lifecycle and on
competing supply at a given point in time,
among other reasons.”
Cogent expects the market to grow in the
medium term. Though there could be some
fluctuations quarter-on-quarter, and even yearon-year, the overall trajectory will be upwards.
“The secondaries market is more accepted as a
way for investors to manage their private equity
portfolios,” says Jinkens. “If you take a step back,
the market is a function of the stock of private
equity assets. There was a lot of fundraising up
until the financial crisis and there has been less

since, so there is potentially some argument that
secondary volumes should fall because there will
be a smaller stock of PE assets, but we do not
think this will be the case.
“First, the stock of PE assets has continued to
grow because realisations from funds are
significantly slower than they have been, so the
actual stock of NAV continues to tick upwards
and that creates material for secondary sales.
The second point is that the rate of turnover, the
amount of a given fund that trades, continues to
grow, and that is a function of investor behaviour.
To the extent that investors continue to believe
that it is a helpful tool for managing their
investments, then a higher proportion of
secondary fund interests will turn over over time
and that will offset any potential fall in the stock of
private equity assets out there. There is every
reason to believe that the volume of secondary
trading will grow over the next four to five years.”

The research
In Liquidity in the Secondaries Private Equity
Market, Anya Kleymenova, Eli Talmor and Florin
Vasvari of London Business School provide
evidence on the determinants of liquidity of
private equity fund interests sold in the
secondaries PE market and assess the impact
of liquidity on pricing.
PE fund liquidity is captured by the number of
bids, variation in bids and excess demand for a
fund interest, all measured using auction data.
The research finds that a PE fund interest is
more liquid if it: is larger; has a buyout-focused
strategy; has less undrawn capital; has made
fewer distributions; and is managed by a
general partner whose funds were previously
sold in the secondaries market.
PE funds’ liquidity improves if more nontraditional buyers, not just dedicated secondary
funds, provide bids and the overall market
conditions are favourable. The research
indicates that PE fund characteristics affect
their marketability and that liquidity is priced
in the winning secondaries PE market bids –
the more liquid a fund, the lower the discount.
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a position of power
It’s often claimed that larger LPs flex their muscles when it comes to fund
terms. But how much pressure do they exert on GP investment and exit
choices? And what are the consequences for other fund investors?
Clancy Nolan investigates.

I

n today’s tough fundraising
environment, the Holy Grail for GPs has
become to find steady, consistent
investors able to write large cheques.
However, while this may make the
fundraising process easier for GPs, for
other LPs the involvement of large investors can
raise a series of questions: if an LP has negotiated
favourable terms, on what grounds might this be?
What are the objectives of a large investor in a
fund? To what extent is the large investor seeking
to influence the GP’s investment, portfolio
management and exit decisions? And how
might that affect the performance of a fund? If the
large investor is a sovereign wealth fund (SWF),
these questions may take on even more

“I don’t think it
would come as a
surprise to say
huge pools of
capital might have
more influence”
Adair Morse, University of Chicago
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depends on whether the influence is exerted at
the initial deal stage or exit.

“large LPs might
have the potential
to have their
voice heard more.
The question is
whether that
influence is good
for everyone. The
question is: how
is that investor
power being used?”
Adair Morse, University of Chicago

significance: SWFs are often viewed as having
political and strategic as well as financial motives
for their investments.
Active = influential?
New research from Adair Morse, an associate
professor of finance at the Booth School of
Business at the University of Chicago, looks into
many of these questions, using a dataset she
collected from SWFs. The study, Activist Investors
and Performance in Venture Capital and Private
Equity Funds, examines 234 PE funds backed by
13 sovereign funds. Morse analyses relationships
between the SWFs and PE vehicles and the
people and portfolio companies connected to PE
firms. “I don’t think it would come as a surprise to
say huge pools of capital might have more
influence,” she says. “They might have the
potential to have their voice heard more. The
question is whether that influence is good for
everyone. The question is: how is that investor
power being used?”
The research finds that sovereign wealth funds
do, in fact, influence private equity funds.
However, whether this is negative or positive for
the PE fund and its other limited partners
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The link effect
Morse finds that 3.6% of portfolio companies
have prior “linkages” to SWF investors in the
relevant funds. PE funds with these deal
“linkages” perform 2.3 percentage points worse
in IRR terms. “The evidence suggests that these
companies, where there are linkages, exit via
sales rather than IPOs, and that they take a little
bit longer to exit,” Morse says. “When you are
measuring returns in IRR, taking longer means
doing worse, all else equal.”
On the flip side, when a fund is exiting an
investment, Morse finds a positive outcome for
investors. According to her research, 2.2% of
portfolio companies are bought by acquirers
connected to the active investor. These exit
linkages bring a positive excess IRR of 5.8
percentage points.
In her research, Morse defines the “linkages”
broadly. They include connections between
people at SWFs and PE investments – say, a
portfolio company executive has held a previous
position at an SWF portfolio company. Or a
member of an SWF is appointed to a portfolio
company board. Links also include the example
of an SWF investing in two PE funds that end up
syndicating investments into a single portfolio
company. Or, a company owned by an SWF
having upstream or downstream relationships
with a private equity fund portfolio company.
While the findings may apply to any large
investor, such as a US public pension fund,
SWFs have particular characteristics as LPs that
may make them more likely or able to influence
decisions. They often seek to negotiate fees and
structures with private equity firms, says Samuel
Kay, a partner and head of investment funds at
London-based corporate law firm Travers Smith.
“They’ll often want a special deal or a bespoke
approach,” says Kay. “They are pretty alive to
the opportunity of getting a deal. And that may
feed into the way some PE groups have to
operate now. Whereas previously, you might
simply have had a traditional fund structure, now
you would have a managed account for a
particular investor which will sit alongside your
fund. SWFs have been pretty keen on that over
the last few years.”
The “managed fund” approach is a benefit for
an LP as it provides more opportunities for direct
and co-investing, and it may offer an LP more

insight into specific deals, says Kay. “The LP
may be able to have more discretion over the
managed fund. They may have more of a say
over types of investments, almost like a veto over
certain investments. And they may be able to do
a deal on the fees and the carry, and deploy the
money over different funds,” he says.
Yet other types of investor have also become
closely involved with GPs. For many years, there
have been instances of large pension funds or
large LPs buying stakes in private equity firms.
The California Public Employees’ Retirement
System first bought a stake in buyout giant The
Carlyle Group in 2001. SWFs have simply
followed this trend. Mubadala, a sovereign
wealth fund in Abu Dhabi, also now owns a
Carlyle stake.
More recent examples include CVC Capital
Partners selling a 10% stake in its management
company to Singapore’s GIC and the Kuwait
Investment Authority, and Providence Equity
Partners selling a stake to an undisclosed SWF.
Such arrangements may become more common
as the $3trn private equity industry struggles to
raise larger amounts of capital each year.
These kinds of relationship are bound to
attract controversy. “If you have one investor who
is a part-owner in a business, then is it receiving
preferential treatment as compared with other
investors?” asks Kay.
Limiting liability
Most in the industry concede that large LPs –
whether they are sovereign funds or public

“SWFs often want a
special deal. And
that may feed into
the way some PE
groups have to
operate now”
Samuel Kay,Travers Smith

“general partners
like to have
value-adding LPs.
Especially when
you are venturing
into emerging
markets”
Charles Magnay, Altius Associates

pension funds – have more access and
interaction with the general partnerships in
which they invest. Their ability to influence deal
flow is, however, a moot point.
“The public pensions have all been apprised
by counsel that they are not active parties, they’re
not general partners,” says Michael Moy, a
managing director and board member with
Pension Consulting Alliance, a group that advises
large US pension funds. “So in terms of their
ability to influence decisions, the LPs are
advised not to get into that arena because it
would impact their ability to claim limited liability
in the event of any kind of negative actions
against the partnership.”
And there may even be some advantages for
other LPs to having large investors on board.
Morse’s research suggests that large investors
may increase the efficiency of a PE fund
manager’s time. Having a prominent, large LP on
board in a fund could help a manager market the
fund and shorten the fundraising time. She also
writes that a speedy fundraising process can
increase the “reputational capital” of a specific
firm. “Under any of these scenarios, the small LP
should be willing to allow the SWF to have a
larger slice of the profits pie,” she writes.
SWFs specifically may also be able to offer
consistency and additional value as an LP. Their
wealth is often dependent on natural resources,
and is somewhat divorced from the fluctuations
in the markets. The five largest sovereign wealth
funds that invest in private equity have combined
assets under management in excess of $2.2trn.

“They have a lot of money, and they tend to
come from emerging markets, with one or two
exceptions,” says Charles Magnay, a partner
with Altius Associates’ Global Investment Team.
He adds: “GPs like to have value-adding LPs.
Especially when you are venturing into emerging
markets.” While there may be some positives for
the fund as a whole, the involvement of large
investors – SWFs or public pension plans – is an
area all LPs need to keep an eye on, says Morse.
“Over time, these large pools of capital [the
public pension plans] have developed expertise
in asset management, perhaps just from having
to get wise about choosing among asset
managers and PE funds,” she says. “With
expertise, the pension funds have begun to

invest directly, saving some financial
intermediation costs. What we end up with is
investment offices which, in theory, could pool
objectives and information from the in-house
direct investment manager to the managers in
charge of the private equity investments.
It seems like a natural progression.
“Again, the question is whether this
information leads to good tips for the other
investors in the PE fund or not.”
For Morse, the takeaway from her research
for LPs is this: “Know with whom you are being
pooled and pay attention to everyone’s
incentives,” she says. “It is worth the due
diligence on this so you can hold the PE funds
accountable for their decisions.”

The research
In Active Investors and Performance in Private Equity Funds, Adair Morse of
the Booth School of Business at the University of Chicago investigates whether
large, active limited partners exert influence over the portfolio decisions made
by private equity firms.
Morse analyses a dataset that includes 13 sovereign wealth funds investing
across 234 private equity funds. She finds that large LPs do influence private
equity fund decisions – either to the detriment or benefit of smaller
investors in the pool.
She finds that 3.6% of portfolio companies have prior linkages to active
investors in the funds. Private equity funds with these deal linkages perform
2.3 percentage points worse in IRR terms, robust to benchmark and
placebo tests.
However, when a fund is exiting an investment, Morse finds that these
linkages can provide a benefit to limited partners. In these exits, 2.2% of
portfolio companies are bought by acquirers linked to the active investor.
These exit linkages bring a positive excess IRR of 5.8 percentage points,
reflecting a bailing out of failed investments or a propping up of fund
performance, she suggests.
Morse finds that deal linkage companies are 14% more likely to exit via
M&A (as opposed to IPO). And she finds that such sales take roughly a year
longer, resulting in significant differences in IRR if the valuations were the
same or lower. Her conclusion is that LP investors should pay close attention
to the other limited partners in a specific private equity fund, as the presence
of active investors could influence overall returns.
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Case study

Going global
How do you transform a small, regional “orphan” company into a global leader? A new case study focusing
on Nordic Capital’s stellar Nycomed investment demonstrates how it’s done. By Vicky Meek.

W

hen Nordic Capital
acquired what was
then a Norwegian
distributor of
pharmaceuticals
back in 1999, the
firm knew the business had plenty of promise.
But the partners could not have known at the time
that Nycomed would become one of private
equity’s most successful deals to date, with the
largest capital gain for private equity investors
globally to date. So how did Nordic achieve this?
This is the subject of a new case study,
Nycomed and Nordic Capital – a Tale of Private
Equity in Pharmaceuticals, produced by
Professor Eli Talmor at the London Business
School, together with Rishabh Mehreja, Kunal
Sinha and Dr Nicholas Ibery. The study describes
the investment as a “unique milestone of private
equity investment value creation”.
One of the most interesting facets of the deal is
that it is in the pharmaceuticals industry, a sector
that has been challenged on a number of fronts.
Although a giant industry – the global market was
valued at over $900bn in 2012 – the private
equity industry has traditionally shied away from
it. This is partly because it faces issues such as a
massive R&D failure rate, competing cheap
versions entering the market, a high level of
patent expiries and fewer new medicines

reaching patients. Even where drugs are
approved, there is little growth in their uptake.
This leaves expansion into fast-growing
economies and “pharmerging” countries as the
key drivers of growth in the industry. And while
healthcare is an increasingly popular area for
private equity investment, many firms avoid
pharma because of the length of time drugs take
to develop, the risks associated with the approvals
process and substantial post-launch risks.
Spotting opportunities
Yet Nordic Capital, which over the years had built
up experience in the healthcare sector, could see
the opportunities pharma had to offer. The
impetus was in 1997, when Nordic Capital
conducted a comprehensive review of the
pharma market in the Nordic region. From this, it
identified a gap in the market – there was no panNordic supplier of branded prescription drugs or
over-the-counter pharmaceuticals. Having
discovered that and the fact that Nycomed
Amersham was looking to divest its pharma
division, Nordic approached the company and in
May 1999 it acquired 69% of Nycomed Pharma
for $548m (purchasing a further 29% in 2001).
A new management team was appointed in the
form of Håkan Björklund, former senior vice
president at Astra Europe, as CEO and Toni
Weitzberg, former senior vice president of

Pharmacia, as chairman. The two knew each
other as both friends and colleagues and so knew
how to work together on this challenging project.
Picking the right team from the outset was
crucial to the success of the deal, according to
Sinha. “Nordic Capital backed a management
team that clearly understood the risks of investing
in pharma,” he says. “They knew how to manage
cash flows and how to cherry-pick R&D projects.”
However, private equity backing was also an
important factor for successful growth.

“Nordic capital
really understood
what was required
to grow the
company and drive
improvements”
Dr Nicholas Ibery,
London Business School
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“Our house view
was that pharma
was an exposed
sector.There
were pressures on
payment systems
and prices were
challenged”
Kristoffer Melinder, partner,
Nordic Capital

“Nordic Capital was able to bring fast decisionmaking to the company,” adds Sinha.
“Our interviews found an appreciation that what
might have taken three months in a large
corporate to decide took just a week with private
equity backing.”
The stage was set for the transformation of
Nycomed. “Our house view was that pharma
was an exposed sector,” explains Kristoffer
Melinder, partner at Nordic Capital. “There were
pressures on payment systems and prices were
challenged. However, Nordic Capital went into
this business with a view of transforming a
company in what was going to be a tough market
– indeed, in one year alone, pricing could impact
EBITDA by €100m. The risks the sector faced
meant Nycomed really had to focus on the best
niches to be in.”
Over the next few years Nycomed, supported
by Nordic Capital, repositioned the business as a
purely pharmaceuticals operation, divesting its
consumer business and its diagnostics division,
and moving away from R&D activities towards a
model of in-licensing products developed by
other companies. It also streamlined the
business, including closing down unprofitable
plants and divesting others, and built a strong
Northern European marketing capability. In
addition, the company invested DKK 100m in its
Asker plant to support one of its most important
products, CalciChew.
By 2002, Nycomed had grown from being a
small and troubled Norwegian orphan pharma
business into a well-run and rapidly expanding
pan-Nordic speciality pharma company.
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Revenues had grown by 31% to €563m between
1999 and 2002. With an eye towards returning
capital to its investors, Nordic Capital sold
Nycomed to a consortium led by DLJ Merchant
Banking Partners and Blackstone for €1.1bn,
generating an IRR in excess of 65%.
Yet that was far from the end of Nordic’s
involvement with the business. When the new
owners decided to sell in 2004, Nordic saw
further opportunity. “We had kept in contact with
management since the sale,” says Melinder.
“Nycomed was a fantastic growth platform
managed by an extremely strong team.” Now with
a strategy of creating a pan-European player and,
importantly, moving further into the growth areas
of emerging markets, Nordic reacquired
Nycomed in 2005.
Over the next holding period, Nycomed made
a number of acquisitions with a clear strategy to
expand in other geographic areas. These
included Romanian pharma company Ruby De
Tacos, US company Bradley Pharmaceuticals
and a stake in Chinese Guangdong Techpool
Bio-Pharma. It bought product portfolios in
several Central and Eastern European countries,
opening offices in Asia and the Middle East as
well as aggressively expanding products through
the signing of licensing agreements.
The truly transformative deal was completed
two years into the investment. “Nycomed already
had a significant presence in emerging markets,
CEE and Russia at the time, but Nordic Capital
was looking for a way to accelerate the company’s
growth in Europe and other key emerging
markets,” says Melinder. In 2005, it became
common knowledge that Altana Pharma was up
for sale. The German business had strong
coverage of the Western European, Mexican and
Latin American markets and so it was a good
match for Nycomed. Management and Nordic
Capital knew it would give the business global
coverage. So they went ahead, sealing the deal in
December 2006.
Transformative deal
Given Altana’s scale – it was three times the size of
Nycomed – it was a challenging transaction with
little margin for error. To fund the deal, Nycomed
had to raise a new debt package of €5bn, with
Nordic injecting €350m of equity. Altana was also
in need of restructuring. “The team understood
this,” says Sinha. “But Nycomed had been
through its own structural transformation so they
knew they could manage it.”
What followed was a process of integration
and cost-cutting, resulting in a reduction of
2,100 employees and savings of over €300m.

“It had been run in big-pharma style,” says
Melinder. “Altana had to shift away from that
towards the speciality pharma model to make it
market- and marketing-driven. Nordic Capital
also moved investment more towards later-stage
clinical trials.”
The Altana acquisition allowed Nycomed to
build a substantial presence in Latin America and
the Asia Pacific regions, which became a
cornerstone of Nycomed’s growth strategy.
Between 2005 and 2010, Nycomed saw net
turnover increase from €747.5m to €3.2bn and
gross profit margins improve from 50.6% to
68.8%. Employee numbers also grew
substantially – from 3,200 to 12,000.
Second exit
By 2011, it was time for Nordic to think about exit.
“Nycomed was always a great IPO story on
account of its strong, predictable growth,
defensive characteristics and good emerging
markets story,” says Melinder. “Yet we were
approached by Takeda.” Takeda, a Japanese
pharma business with a strong presence in the
US but looking for opportunities in Europe and
emerging markets, seemed like an ideal fit. The
deal took some time to agree, says Melinder, but
in September 2011, Takeda acquired Nycomed
for €9.6bn in what was the second-largest
outbound M&A deal by a Japanese purchaser.
Nordic Capital’s involvement with Nycomed
completed in May 2012, when it sold the
Nycomed US spin-off Fougera Pharmaceuticals
to Novartis.
“Nordic Capital was highly targeted in its
approach, supporting the management and the
business,” says Ibery. “The firm painstakingly
went through the process of understanding each
stage of Nycomed’s development and what was
required to grow the company and drive
improvements. This deal really demonstrates how
value can be created by PE investments.” The
study also shows that, contrary to popular belief,
secondary and even tertiary buyouts can work
well for the investors and companies involved.
“It’s a unique story,” adds Sinha. “Nordic was
involved with the company for over a decade and
it demonstrates that, on some occasions, a little
patience pays off.”
Melinder agrees. “Nordic Capital was an
investor in Nycomed for the best part of 12
years,” he says. “Over that time, an enormous
amount of business transformation took place – it
changed from being a regional pharma player to a
global business with strong coverage in emerging
markets. It’s a long private equity investment
period, but a short time to achieve such change.”

Morten Sorensen,
Columbia Business School

Ivan Herger,
Capital Dynamics

Morten Sorensen is Daniel W Stanton associate
professor of finance and economics at the
Columbia Business School and academic
director of the private equity programme there.
He is also a faculty research fellow at NBER
and a research affiliate at SIFR. He has
published academic papers on private equity
and venture capital and is an external referee
and reviewer for a variety of academic journals.

Ivan Herger is a managing director and head of
solutions, which includes portfolio and risk
management and structuring, at Capital
Dynamics. Since joining Capital Dynamics, he
has analysed and structured private equity
portfolios for key clients worldwide. Previously,
he was a lecturer and project manager at the
University of Zurich.

Risky business?
What are the main sources of risk in private equity? How do you measure
them? And are limited partners being rewarded for locking up their capital for
the long term? Recent academic research has attempted to model risks in PE
to answer these questions, with some varied results.

Are limited partners being adequately compensated for the risks inherent in private
equity investment? How much of a premium should they receive for committing
their capital over the life of a fund? And are LPs seriously underestimating the risks
involved in private equity? These are thorny – and very complex – questions that
can’t be answered by using traditional asset-pricing models. Yet a number of
recent studies have sought to propose new models to take into account the
different sources of risk in PE and to correct for the difficulties of measuring them
(see ‘The research’ on p23 for further detail). We explore the findings with two
academics and three practitioners. Chaired by Vicky Meek.
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Michael Ryan,
Hamilton Lane

Kelly DePonte,
Probitas Partners

Ludovic Phalippou,
Saïd Business School

Mike Ryan is a principal at Hamilton Lane,
where he is responsible for the firm’s research
department. In addition, he is active in due
diligence for primary fund investment
opportunities. Before joining Hamilton Lane in
2008, he was a principal at Capital Z
Investment Partners, where he was responsible
for sourcing, evaluating and structuring
Capital Z’s hedge fund and private equity
fund investments.

Kelly DePonte is a managing director at Probitas
Partners and is responsible for research. Before
joining Probitas Partners, he was chief operating
officer and managing director at Pacific Corporate
Group, where he oversaw the partnership investment
programme, which comprised more than $20bn in
capital dedicated globally to private equity.

Ludovic Phalippou is lecturer in finance at the Saïd
Business School, University of Oxford. He specialises
in private equity funds and his research in this area
has been published in leading academic and
practitioner journals such as the Journal of Finance,
the Review of Financial Studies and the Journal of
Economic Perspectives. He worked at the University
of Amsterdam from 2004 until 2010.

Why is there a need for new models to
measure risk in private equity?
Sorensen: “One of the reasons this is needed

¤500,000. You then put in a further ¤100,000
to improve it. Then another ¤100,000. Some
years on, you sell it for ¤900,000. How do you
measure the return of that investment? How do
you compare it to returns of stocks? You need to
make some assumptions to get to an answer.
Unfortunately, the assumptions made in
practice are unrealistic and lead to misleading
answers; this is what happens when IRRs and
multiples are used.
“With stock markets, you can look at prices
over the last 20 years and identify which was
the worst, say, five months. That can, in theory,
help you to determine how badly an investment
can go, although the markets can clearly fall
further than in the past. With PE, you don’t even
have these prices and so you need different
techniques to assess how badly you could do to
get an idea of the risks involved.”

number of academic papers that cover the best
way to do these comparisons based on any
public index you would like, and at least one of
the benchmarking services provides a service
comparing its private equity benchmarks to a
number of US, European and global indices.

is because of selection bias. In our paper on
the risk and return characteristics of venture
capital, we looked at VC-backed companies
and found that there is a possibility for risk and
returns to be distorted when examining
infrequently traded assets. So, in VC, valuations
can only be obtained when a business is sold or
receives a new funding round. Because both of
these are more frequent for well-performing
companies and these companies are more
likely to survive, this leads to a selection bias.
This may substantially overstate returns and
underestimate the market beta.
“PE is very different from other asset classes.
For example, while for publicly quoted stocks
you can look at market valuations on a daily
basis and calculate the returns and volatility
and collect a time-series of returns, this
information just doesn’t exist in PE and VC
because you can only look at irregular, periodic
cash flows in and out of funds. There needs to
be a different model for calculating risk in the
asset class. And there are clear implications for
risk-adjusted returns.”

Phalippou: “I agree on both points. Investing
in PE is like buying a house. Say you buy it for

DePonte: “I disagree. IRRs and multiples
combined are good measures and both are
important for understanding returns. In
addition, many investors use private market
equivalent (PME) analysis to do apples-toapples track record analysis of private equity
returns to relevant public market indices based
on specific PE fund cash flows. This, of course,
allows one to frame performance in terms of
general market risks and returns. There are a

“There needs to be
a different model
for calculating
risk in PE. And
there are clear
implications for
risk-adjusted
returns”
Morten Sorensen,
Columbia Business School
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strategy or vintage year vary tremendously and
manager selection drives returns.”

“Liquidity risk is
ultimately in the
hands of the LP
and different
investors
have different
tolerances based
on their liabilities”
Michael Ryan, Hamilton Lane

“However, especially in terms of risk analysis,
it is important in due diligence to look more
specifically at how a GP generates returns:
how much is through leverage (which is, of
course, a double-edged sword), how much
through multiple arbitrage (often driven by
market cycles and not necessarily by manager
skill) or how much through improvements to
underlying company performance? Do returns
differ significantly by the partner running the
deal, and what is the risk of highly performing
partners leaving the fund for competitors or
actually spinning out themselves? Is a single
investment driving overall returns or is
performance more stable across investments?
And if a single investment or two is really driving
overall returns, was that success the result of
luck or skill, and is there a higher risk that
superior performance will not be repeated? All of
these are important.
“The key risk lies in understanding whether
the people you are looking to back will generate
good returns over the long term. It is all highly
dependent on the ability of key individuals and
what you’re asking of them is a very difficult task:
taking active positions on company boards,
recommending new markets to go into,
companies to buy to extend geographic or
product reach, etc.
“So in public markets, the returns of
managers pursuing a particular strategy tend to
line up around the mean. PE returns for any
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And where does liquidity fit into this?
Sorensen: “If you are an investor with money
tied up for an extended period of time, you
should receive a higher return to compensate
for that. LPs tend to focus on the cost of
compensation for PE fund managers and worry
about whether this cost is too high. But the cost
of liquidity may be equally high. There is much
less focus on this cost, and it is not very well
understood. Once fees and liquidity are factored
in, our finding is that LPs on average may just
break even. Moreover, taking into account the
selection bias also reduces the estimated
returns, according to our research.”

Ryan: “That’s true – liquidity fits into the
expected return premium an LP expects to
make. But each individual LP has to decide what
its tolerance for illiquidity should be. That
depends on the structure of its allocations and its
liability profile. Those LPs who have gotten into
trouble because of illiquidity had large allocations
to illiquid assets followed by unexpected
changes in their needs for liquidity.”
Phalippou: “The word liquidity is unfortunately
used to mean a number of different things. One
common definition is ease of trading; how
much does it cost to sell or buy $1m of a given
fund within a certain time frame? There is a
secondary market in PE and VC, but it has not
been very active historically and we do not have
a good sense of how much of the observed
discounts on this market comes from
misvaluations of NAVs and how much comes
from compensation for providing liquidity. If we
observed prices on the secondary market every
day for all the funds, then we would be back to
a stock-like environment and we would know
how to measure risk and returns, but
we do not.
“There are two other ‘liquidity’ concepts. One
is the concept of liquidity risk we use in our
paper: a stock or asset is said to have high
liquidity risk if it becomes very expensive to sell
when the market goes down (and vice versa).
“Conversely, a stock or asset has low liquidity
risk if it is cheap to sell when the market falls. US
treasury bills have low liquidity risk. Junk bonds
have high liquidity risk. In our liquidity risk paper,
we set out to look at whether PE performance

was affected by this concept of liquidity risk, as
is the case for other asset classes. The final
concept of liquidity risk is the commitment risk.
When people talk about the liquidity problems
in PE during the crisis, they usually refer to
commitment risk – being able to fund their
capital calls.”

So what did you find in your liquidity
risk paper?
Phalippou: “We found that PE has high funding
liquidity risk. The reason for this is that when PE
signs a deal, pays the price and credit conditions
relax, the deal does well. If, however, credit
tightens during the life of the investment,
refinancing becomes difficult and we observe
poor returns. Some stocks have the same
behaviour. When overall liquidity is reduced, they
suffer much more than other stocks.
These high-liquidity-risk stocks give you extra
returns, to compensate for this risk. PE
should compensate the investor for that risk
in the same way.
“Once you added up this liquidity risk and
the other risk that PE loads up on, then the cost
of capital was found to be equal to PE returns.
gross of fees. This means that alpha was

“The whole point
of PE and VC is that
you don’t trade.
As PE investors
are committed
for the long
term, it doesn’t
really matter if
valuations go up
or down because
PE funds can wait”
Ivan Herger, Capital Dynamics

“LPs do not use a
sufficiently high
benchmark for
measuring PE
investments and
that is the same as
underestimating
risk”
Ludovic Phalippou,
Saïd Business School

zero gross of fees – and therefore negative
net of fees.”

Morten, your research on valuing PE takes a
different approach to measuring risk. What
did you find?
Sorensen: “Our research complements the
Phalippou et al paper, but we have a different
way of measuring liquidity risk. They sought to
calculate the cost of illiquidity using a method
that is designed to measure liquidity on public
markets. But, as we’ve said, public markets are
very different from PE because you can trade in
and out of stocks.
“Instead, we looked at this from an LP’s
perspective and asked the question: what
premium does an LP require to tie up its capital
for an extended period of time? We model the
portfolio of an LP with a PE fund investment,
taking into account the cash flows and
performance and management fees. The LP
needs compensation for the risk inherent in the
PE investment, but also for the illiquidity of the
investment, so the GP needs to generate
sufficient outperformance.”

What do the LPs think of these as ways of
measuring liquidity risk?
Ryan: “It’s very challenging to quantify liquidity
risk as there are often other risks that interplay
with it. Liquidity risk is ultimately in the hands of

the LP and, as I’ve said, different investors have
different tolerances based on their liabilities.
However, I think the approach of using funding
liquidity as a proxy is an interesting and
potentially useful one. And I do think it’s fair for
investors to look at exposures in other asset
classes to see how they overlap with PE fund
investments, although this is much harder to do
on a forward-looking basis.”

Herger: “The findings are interesting – but
only to a point. I disagree with the basis of
the research. The whole point of investing in
PE and VC is that you don’t trade. As an investor,
because you are committed for the long term,
it doesn’t really matter whether valuations go
up and down or what short- to medium-term
market conditions are like because PE funds
can wait for valuations and conditions
to improve.
“For forced sellers, liquidity risk can be an
issue, but in the vast majority of cases it’s not.
LPs manage their portfolios so that they don’t
have to sell. Instead, I’d argue that the biggest
risk LPs have to manage is funding or
commitment risk – not being able to fund their
capital calls. LPs spend a lot of their time
ensuring that this risk is mitigated.”
Both of your papers on liquidity, Morten and
Ludovic, touch on the use of leverage.
So how does this affect risk in PE?
Sorensen: “The Phalippou et al paper adds to
the literature that finds that credit market
conditions are the strongest driver of
transactions and prices. They suggest that credit
markets are an important determinant in the
risks involved and the outcomes.
“Our paper looks at the issue from a
limited partner’s perspective. Overall, it finds that
leverage is good because it enables PE funds to
manage a larger capital base than without it. So,
if you can generate 1% alpha a year on a
portfolio and leverage that up by four times, you
are able to create value across a larger spread of
assets without an increase in fees. Therefore,
leverage presents no major concerns for LPs,
although this assumes that it is fairly priced.”

Phalippou: “It is a good point. If you generate a
positive alpha, the more leverage you use the
better, but if the alpha is negative you also
magnify the losses. Our study indicates that the
higher the leverage, the higher the funding

liquidity risk. If the alpha is negative, I would
guess that the higher the leverage, the more
value is destroyed.”

The high liquidity risk of the Phalippou
et al paper implies that there are fewer
diversification benefits for PE investors than
have been argued in the past. What do the
practitioners make of that?
Herger: “This assumes LPs still believe
private equity provides diversification benefits.
That may have been an argument 10 years ago.
Yet nowadays, LPs generally consider PE as a
subset of equities – it is, after all, buying stakes in
a company, so it is very much correlated to
public markets and doesn’t provide
diversification on that basis.”

DePonte: “Like Ivan, I agree with the finding,
but not with the route to getting there. PE’s
diversification benefits have been dramatically
overstated in the past. If you take a look at
buyout funds, they are very rarely repriced
and, even with changes in accounting
standards, a fair value on a quarterly basis

“LPs focus on
what’s important
to them. For many
pension plans,
their key concern
is how they can
cover their longterm liabilities in
an environment
where many
of them are
underfunded”
Kelly DePonte, Probitas Partners
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“LPs should be
cautious. As you
build up a larger
exposure to PE,
you need greater
outperformance
to make up for
the increased
illiquidity
risk. Smaller
allocations are,
however, fine
on average”
Morten Sorensen,
Columbia Business School

isn’t the same as a fair market value – it tends
to be more sticky.
“If you were to compare publicly traded
markets, which are revalued hourly or even by
the minute, with buyout fair values, you might
believe the correlation is relatively low. However,
if you take a lagged look at the two, there is a
much closer correlation. It’s simply a timing
issue and I think most LPs get that.”

Ryan: “Similarly, I don’t believe that LPs
look to PE for diversification of risk factors.
However, they do use PE to gain a diversification
across different value-creating strategies, such
as operational improvements or restructurings –
that’s something you can’t do in public equities.”
But do LPs underestimate the risks involved
in PE and VC fund investing?
Phalippou: “Yes, I think they do because most
tend to use benchmarks for PE performance that
are based on large/growth stocks. Yet the vast
majority of PE investments are made in small,
value/high-liquidity-risk companies, and these
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are riskier (or at least offer a return premium on
similar, publicly-listed assets). So investors do
not use a sufficiently high benchmark, which is
the same as underestimating risk. But we need
more research to determine more precisely PE
risk characteristics.”

Ryan: “If you just look at quarter to quarter
figures, you will understate your risk. Beta
and alpha are not constant even over decades.
If you look at this over a 30-year horizon, they
vary enormously – how useful are these as
measures for the future? Looking at new ways
of valuing risk and return is always helpful, as
these papers do, as it moves us towards a
greater understanding.
“Overall, I don’t think LPs underestimate the
risks. If you are a plan sponsor, your key risk is
that the return of overall plan assets will fall short
of the required target in the long term. In today’s
environment, private equity is more likely to
achieve that target than a bond yielding 2%.
Estimates of alpha and beta are simply
intermediate steps in trying to determine your
shortfall risk.”
DePonte: “I think LPs focus on what’s
important to them. For example, for many
pension plans their key concern is how
they can cover their long-term liabilities in an
environment where many of them are
underfunded. If public markets are going to
deliver lower returns going forward, how will
these LPs generate the returns needed to
fund future liabilities? They are focused on
absolute returns over the long term and if PE
can generate decent returns over a 10-year
horizon, that’s what they are focused on.”

If PE adds risk to an investment portfolio,
doesn’t provide diversification benefits and
LPs just about break even, why should they
invest in it?
Herger: “I would argue the case this way.
First, illiquidity in PE does deliver
outperformance – that is what is responsible
for higher returns. PE fund managers can
restructure companies without the public
market commenting on every action. They can
play a long-term game. Taken from an LP
perspective, most will not need 100% of their
capital in liquid asset classes.
“So, for insurance companies, pension
funds and banks, investing over the long term
makes sense.

“Second, whether LPs generate their
required returns depends very much on their
manager selection techniques. On an
aggregated basis, there is outperformance in
private equity. So, if you were able to invest in
each and every fund in the market, you would
benefit from outperformance. However,
LPs can’t do this. So, if you were to look at
median funds, the outperformance would be
more questionable.
“In private equity, there are quite a few
funds that are super-performers, but a lot
that are not. The outperformers drag up the
whole universe.
“If you don’t know how you want to structure
your portfolio and you invest randomly, you will
not outperform. However, if you have a wellconstructed PE portfolio, you will outperform.”

DePonte: “I completely agree. If you look
at median returns, you are going to break
even. But anyone who plays in this area
knows they need to focus on the top quartile –
and by that I mean people, not just at
fund level. The nameplate on the door
does not generate returns, the skills and talents
of the people you back do. That is the reason
why LPs focus so much attention on the risks
of team turnover and risk mitigation such as
key person provisions in due diligence. Of
course, being able to select top-quartile
managers is difficult.
“I think it’s also worth pointing out that
not only do the returns between the top
and median buyout funds vary significantly,
so do the return profiles of the mid-market
versus large buyout funds. Manager strategy
and sub-sector selection are all absolutely
crucial to whether you will break even or
achieve outperformance.”
Sorensen: “I think that’s true. However,
our finding that, on average, LPs break even
means they should be cautious. In another
of my papers, the findings suggest that the
belief that a larger allocation to PE will lead to
greater outperformance is flawed. This is
because as you build up a larger exposure to
PE, you need greater outperformance to make
up for the increased illiquidity risk. However,
smaller allocations are, on average, fine.
Having, say, 5% tied up in illiquid assets is
unlikely to be a problem and requires less
alpha to compensate for illiquidity.
“Nevertheless, if you are a larger PE investor

and you have a high degree of skill in manager
selection, you can outperform. Indeed, picking
the best PE managers is one of the few ways
that you can beat the S&P 500. So, LPs should
invest in PE if they have small allocations or
the necessary resources and skill to pick the
best teams.”

And finally, some of the papers touch on the
economics of PE funds. What should
we draw from the findings?
Phalippou: “When we factor in the risks
involved in PE investing, plus the risk-free rate
for the period we cover (investments up to
2006), we find that the cost of capital is as
high as 18%.
“This means that an investor in a portfolio of
stocks that is similarly tilted towards small, value
high-liquidity risk as PE is, would have earned
18% on average over the last 30 years.
I think most people fail to realise this.
“Going forward, it’s clear that the cost of
capital will be lower and I would suggest that we
shouldn’t get hung up on an 8% hurdle rate, but
should use a measure that reflects risk as
accurately as possible.”

Ryan: “The figure of 18% is incredibly high.
If you went to LPs and told them they could get
20% net from a buyout portfolio, I think they’d
be pretty happy. It’s better than you can get
elsewhere. The hurdle rates we have in place
currently were set at a time when risk-free rates
were much higher, but I doubt we’ll see much
movement around that. Where you will see
movement is around the edges – on
management fees, particularly where fund
sizes have increased.”
Herger: “I agree – 18% is very high. If you
had put that in place even before the crisis,
it would have been extremely difficult to achieve.
If, as one of the studies suggests, the illiquidity
premium is 3%, and you add that to what public
stocks achieve, you could set the hurdle there.
So, if public equity returns between 5% and
10%, the hurdle rate should be between
8% and 13%.
“However, I would still make the point that, to
look at risk in PE, these studies use tools not
designed for the characteristics of the asset
class. The risk measurement guidelines set out
by the European Private Equity and Venture
Capital Association are far more appropriate
from a practitioner’s point of view.”

The research
The paper, Risk, Returns and Optimal Holdings of Private Equity: A Survey of Existing Approaches,
by Morten Sorensen and Andrew Ang of Colombia Business School, is an introduction to the
problem faced when measuring risk and returns in PE. It underlines the various sources of risk
and explains why risk and returns in PE are so complex to measure. The paper draws together all
the academic literature on risk and returns in private equity, and explains which measurement
difficulties one may encounter. The key recommendation is that, when taking into account fees
and illiquidity risk, LPs should have modest holdings of PE fund investments. It also says that PE
fees consume at least one-fifth of gross PE returns, with incentive fees accounting for less than
a third of GP compensation. In this roundtable discussion, Ludovic Phalippou also refers to new
research, Performance of Buyout Funds Revisited?, which finds that, while the average buyout
fund outperforms the S&P 500, it would underperform benchmarks consisting of small and value
indices – a benchmark that more accurately reflects the make-up of buyout portfolios, according to
Phalippou. The key finding is that PE underperforms this benchmark by 3.1% a year.
In Private Equity Performance and Liquidity Risk, Francesco Franzoni, Eric Nowak (Swiss Finance
Institute, University of Lugano) and Ludovic Phalippou (Saïd Business School, University of Oxford)
examine 4,403 liquidated buyout investments made between 1975 and 2006 to quantify liquidity
risk in private equity. They use an extension of the CAPM model, which incorporates four additional
sources of risk: the liquidity risk, market risk, book-to-market and size factors. The first three (but
not the size factor) are significant. Since traded stocks are also exposed to these same factors,
these results suggest that PE brings few diversification benefits versus traded stocks to limited
partners. In addition, the authors estimate that the liquidity risk premium is 3% annually.
They find that the liquidity risk has an impact on PE risk, which was higher than for most traded
stocks. To explain this result, they explore whether high leverage makes PE investments particularly
sensitive to market movements. They find that returns are significantly correlated to tightening
in credit standards – a one-standard deviation increase in the deterioration of the availability of
leverage results in a 19.5% decrease in annual returns.
Valuing Private Equity, by Sorensen, Neng Wang (Columbia Business School) and Jinqiang Yang
(Shanghai University of Finance and Economics), takes a different approach to estimating the cost
of illiquidity. They model a PE fund investment in an LP’s portfolio, taking into account management
fees, carried interest and the pricing of illiquid, non-diversifiable risk. They find that, when taking
into account these elements, without leverage a GP must provide 2.6% and 3.1% of alpha annually
for the LP to break even. Once leverage is introduced, this figure reduces to 1% to 2.05% because
leverage enables managers to increase the assets on which they can generate alpha without
increasing fees. They conclude that, on average, LPs may just break even.
A New Method to Estimate Risk and Return of Non-traded Assets from Cash Flows: The Case
of Private Equity Funds is by Phalippou, Joost Driessen (Tilburg University) and Tse-Chun Lin
(University of Hong Kong). It seeks to develop a new way of estimating abnormal performance and
risk exposure for non-traded assets, using IRRs with a changing discount rate. It proposes a way of
decomposing PE returns to determine how much performance is generated through systematic risk
and alpha before and after fees. From a sample of 958 PE funds, the research finds that VC funds
have a high market beta and that buyout funds have a relatively low market beta.
In Risk and Return Characteristics of Venture Capital-backed Entrepreneurial Companies, Arthur
Korteweg (Stanford University) and Sorensen attempt to resolve the problem of selection bias in
estimating risk and return in assets. This problem is particularly acute in VC because we observe
the valuation only at the financing round (and thus only for the companies that survived). Moreover,
“zombie” funds and companies are often not formally liquidated but are left at book value. They use
VC-backed company data from 1987 to 2005. Their hypothesis is that only the better performers
are included because these are the ones that are most likely to survive and therefore which they
attempt to control for the selection bias. Once selection bias is controlled for, the authors find that
returns reduce, with a decrease in alpha of around 40%, and riskiness increases, with market beta
rising by 20% relative to studies that ignore such a bias.
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the coller phd Prize

The horizon effect
How does the stage in a fund’s lifecycle affect GPs’ choice of investment targets and risk
appetite? And what’s the effect of these choices on fund performance? A recent paper explores
these issues, with some interesting results. By Nicholas Neveling.

A

lthough general partners don’t
always admit it, it is broadly
acknowledged that firms usually
start to line up portfolio
companies for exit when their
next fundraising round is imminent. What is less
obvious is how the point in a firm’s fundraising
lifecycle can also influence investment decisions.
In his paper Investor Horizon and Innovation:
Evidence from Private Equity Funds, the winner
of the 2012 Coller PhD prize, Jean-Noël Barrot
of HEC Paris, argues that investment horizon
doesn’t just impact exits: it affects investment
decisions regarding risk appetite and funding
innovation, too.
“We do not know much about how the very
specific and pervasive contractual structure of
private equity funds, and the fact that they are
virtually always organised as limited partnerships
with an investment life of 10 years, affect GPs’
investment decisions,” says Barrot, explaining
why he decided to research the topic. He also
wanted to explore the possibility of short-term
approaches to managing and investing in
companies and measure the impact of
investment horizon on deals.
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Early equals innovative?
Barrot’s research found that the earlier a fund
was in its investment cycle, the more likely it
was for this fund to back younger companies
at an earlier stage of development.
“The results are very significant,” says Barrot.
“I first compare the companies receiving
investments from funds within or beyond their
third year of operations. I find that companies
receiving funding from young funds are threeand-a-half years younger, have received 0.5
fewer earlier rounds of financing, and are 10%
more likely to be at the seed or early stage of
their development.”
These businesses also tend to be more
innovative than their more mature counterparts.
Companies that receive investment from funds
with a longer horizon increase their patent stock
and their patent applications receive more
citations. “Their increase in annual patent count
is twice as large around the investment. When I
take into account all other factors, rather than
horizon alone, that could be consistent with this
finding, I still find that horizon is a significant
determinant of the decision to select more or
less innovative projects,” he says.

The author also finds interesting evidence that
funds with less successful exits tend to select
more innovative companies as they move closer
to liquidation. As the standard 2:20
compensation scheme guarantees GPs with 20%
of the fund’s total cumulative profits received at
the fund’s liquidation, funds that systematically
performed well in their early stages have very low
incentives to take on risky targets, such as
companies at an early stage of development.
Concentrating on the carry
David Mott, managing partner of Oxford Capital
Partners, says taking a more cautious approach
towards the end of an investment period makes
sense for private equity fund managers.
“Ultimately, it boils down to the ability to earn
carried interest during the life of the fund,” he
says. “There is therefore little point in making a
high-risk, long-term investment at the end of a
five-year investment period if the fund life is 10
years or less.” He adds: “At the end of an
investment period, would a general partner
invest in a short-term, low-risk opportunity or a
high one? If a portfolio is performing well and on
track, why increase the risk?”

“Funds investing
in industries with
long lifecycles may
be better able to
source the best
deals if they had
a longer investment
horizon [than a
10-year fund life
allows]”
Jean-Noël Barrot, HEC Paris

Amadeus Capital Partners, meanwhile, questions
the claim that more mature businesses are less
innovative than younger companies, and that
investing in older companies means less capital
is going into innovation. “I agree that it takes
longer for companies at the earliest stage of their
development to reach exit, but I do not accept
that more mature companies have a lower level
of innovation,” he says. “An older company can
still be highly innovative. We see these kinds of
business every day.”
Private equity investors agree, however, that
the topic raises important questions about how
timescales influence investment decisions.
“This is a very interesting piece of research
that opens up other layers of enquiry,” says
Campbell. “I would be very interested to see
whether first-time funds, which need to build a
track record, are more conservative.”

Comparing the sector exposure of funds with a
short and long horizon, Barrot shows that a
monthly rebalanced portfolio long in sectors
invested by long horizon funds and short in
sectors invested by shorter horizon funds yields
positive risk-adjusted returns of 96 bps a year,
over the three- and four-year horizon. The author
interprets these results as evidence that long
horizon funds are more keen on targeting sectors
with mid-term rather than short-run prospects.
For Barrot, the main question the findings raise
is how alternative structures to 10-year funds can
direct more capital towards innovation. “Funds
investing in industries with long lifecycles would
probably be in a better position to source the best
deals if they had a longer investment horizon,”
he says. “Although first-time funds might not be
able to lock their investors in for a long time, more
reputable investors should be able to do so.”

The research
Mott says his firm avoids this scenario by
adopting a model where it is constantly
fundraising and investing, which means its
investment decisions are not affected by how
much time is left on the clock.
Stephen Campbell, a founding partner at
growth capital investor Panoramic Growth Equity,
adds that because it takes so long for a young
business to develop, investors investing from
10-year funds find it very difficult to back
younger businesses once two or three years of an
investment period have lapsed. “We have looked
at this and the likelihood is that it will take around
10 years from the time of an investment before a
young company is ready for exit,” he says.
Sticking to strategy
Some private equity investors argue, however, that
firms are restricted by their investment strategy,
and that there is little scope for private equity
investors to change the nature of the deals they
do through the course of an investment period.
“Shifting the types of deals you do depending
on where you are in your investment cycle doesn’t
sound right to me,” says Mark Wignall, head of
small buyout house Mobeus. “You select a niche
and build an investment strategy. That is how you
attract relevant deal flow and raise capital.
Decent houses stick to strategy, irrespective of
where they sit in their investment cycle.” Alex van
Someren, a partner at venture capital firm

In his paper, Investor Horizon and
Innovation: Evidence from Private Equity
Funds, Jean-Noël Barrot examines how
the investment decisions of private equity
general partners shift through the lifecycle
of a 10-year fund.Barrot focuses his
enquiry on whether private equity fund
investors with a limited investment horizon
target young businesses in the early stage
of development at the start of a fund’s life,
but favour older, more mature companies
towards the end of an investment period.
He specifically investigates how investment
horizon affects the funding of corporate
innovation.
Barrot uses a sample of private equity
investments made between 1980 and
2010, involving more than 1,500 private
equity funds. He includes both venture
capital and private equity buyout deals in
the sample. Given the focus of the
research on the funding of innovation, he
restricts the universe of funds to those that
make more than half of their investments
at the seed, early stage, expansion stage or
later stage of development.
The analysis finds that a fund in its
fourth year of activity invests in companies
that are 1.2 to 2.9 months older than

companies backed by funds in their first
year of activity. The fund in the fourth year
of investment activity also has a 4% to 5%
larger probability of investing in companies
that are in the later stage of their
development, and selects companies that
have already received 0.06 to 0.11 more
rounds of financing in the past.
Barrot finds that companies receiving
financing from funds with a longer
investment horizon increase their patent
stock by 0.07 to 0.17 more patents
following the investment than companies
that receive funding from short-horizon
investors. He also finds that short horizon
funds invest in industries that experience
lower subsequent excess returns. In
addition, Barrot examines the effect of
incentive structures on investment choices
and finds that funds that have fewer
successful exits in the early years are more
likely to invest in more innovative
companies later in the fund lifecycle.
The analysis provides new evidence on
the behaviour of private equity funds
through the investment cycle and
suggests that investor horizon is an
important factor influencing the funding
of corporate innovation.
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Coller institute of private equity news

PE IN RUSSIA – MORE THAN JUST RAW
MATERIALS AND INFRASTRUCTURE
This lively discussion hosted by the Coller Institute of Private Equity, the EE&CIS Club and the PE&VC Club at
London Business School aimed at highlighting opportunities and challenges regarding PE investing in Russia.

P

rofessor Francesca Cornelli,
academic director of the Coller
Institute of Private Equity,
moderated the debate by a
distinguished panel of experts in
PE for Russia. Panellists
considered the political economy and capital
market conditions in Russia, reviewed
diversification and modernisation perspectives for
the Russian economy, examined various risks and
opportunities for investing in Russian assets and
considered drivers of successful PE investments
for local and international investors in Russia.

entrepreneurs, benefiting from a change in
business thinking and consumer appetite. The
country also boasts natural resources, a welleducated population and a relatively low rate of
debt. One speaker described it as a hard business
environment where excellence and perseverance
can create unique and profitable opportunities.
The discussion touched upon the common
perception of Russia as being riddled with
corruption. Panellists agreed that one rarely comes
upon a case of corruption, if at all, and described a
climate characterised by entrepreneurial spirit and
smart people wanting to succeed.

Participants at the Private Equity in Russia debate listen to the panel of experts
discussing topics such as the political economy and capital market conditions

Participants debated whether Russia is a
multifaceted and sustained growth region or an oil
and gas pump. With 75% of the country’s exports
being oil and gas, the latter seems to be the case.
Prime Minister Medvedev’s speeches about
diversification and modernisation of Russia talk of
the government redesigning the Russian economy.
But one panellist pointed out that the results so far
are sparse, with little capital flowing into VC in
comparison to China. The speaker also mentioned
a lack of technology and innovation projects and
classified Russia’s growth as disappointing.
In contrast, other panellists highlighted Russia’s
healthy combination of “opportunity and intellect”,
describing a Russian corporate landscape dotted
with promising companies and outstanding
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Overall, it was said, the level of corruption in Russia
is probably equivalent to that in China. However,
the Russian government doesn’t help the image of
the country by making unfortunate public
statements and actions.
Regarding fundraising and attracting investors,
the discussion revealed that foreign investment
managers returning from Russia with good
opportunities still often fail to convince their
investment committees and boards. One speaker
explained that 2010-2011 rankings and investment
data tell a story of many investors and fund
managers regarding Russia as more risky than
Africa, which he found unjustified.
Another speaker mentioned local business
success stories, especially in the retail and telecoms

Panellists
highlighted
russia’s healthy
combination of
‘opportunity
and intellect’
sector. The quality of Russian culture and intellect
provides the ingredients for growing market leaders
with the help and protection of PE investors. While
PE firms seek sizeable deals, more often found with
conglomerates, specialist investment seems
currently more successful.
The panel talked about the challenges of finding
assets for sale, the lack of stable regulation, and
how the volatility of Russian markets makes exits at
the right price more difficult. But low competition
means companies can establish themselves as
market leaders more easily. Even a portfolio invested
in a small number of quality deals can achieve high
PE investment returns. One of the success criteria
mentioned was the alignment of interests between
the portfolio company and co-investors, especially
when it comes to agreeing exits.
It was also said that when acquiring company
shares in Russia, local representation is key to
securing opportunities earlier and more cheaply.
International PE firms have advantages over local
firms by bringing a wider or bigger vision. While the
due diligence and mathematical models used are
broadly the same between local and international
firms, the assumptions and conclusions drawn can
vary hugely between the two perspectives. This
allows international firms to achieve different IRRs
from very similar investments. On the other hand,
new local talent joins the GP ranks, which adds
value to investments.

Event Calendar
Recent EVENTS
HONG KONG – EUROPE IN CRISIS? – MACRO TRENDS AND
PRIVATE EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS – 18 april 2013
The Hong Kong Venture Capital and Private Equity Association and the
Coller Institute of Private Equity at London Business School hosted this
evening presentation in Hong Kong. Francesca Cornelli, professor of
finance and academic director of the Coller Institute of Private Equity
at London Business School, and Andrew Scott, professor of economics
and deputy dean of London Business School, elaborated on the current
economic environment and on current trends in the private equity industry
in Europe, focusing on topics especially relevant for Asia (see right).
PE IN RUSSIA – MORE THAN JUST RAW MATERIALS AND
INFRASTRUCTURE – 23 april 2013
The Coller Institute of Private Equity, the Eastern Europe & CIS Club
and the PE & VC Club at London Business School hosted an evening
roundtable discussion in London. Participants considered the political
economy and capital market conditions in Russia, reviewed diversification
and modernisation perspectives for the Russian economy, examined
various risks and opportunities for investing in Russian assets
and considered drivers of successful PE investments for local and
international investors in Russia (see p26).

upcoming EVENTS
risk management in pe – TBD
Risks in private equity portfolios are multifaceted with some easier to
quantify and monitor than others. This event will look at risk management
best practice and relevant research findings regarding this topic.
coller prize in private equity – 29 october 2013
This award recognises private equity research work conducted by
students. The categories are: 1) The Masters prize for London Business
School students; 2) The PhD prize open for submissions by PhD
students from any institute around the world. The submission deadline
is 31 July 2013. For more details, please visit our website at
www.collerinstitute.com.

Events abroad
At the end of last year, the Coller Institute hosted its first event
abroad. For an audience of 90 private equity practitioners
and stakeholders at the International Financial Centre in Dubai,
the Institute held a one-on-one discussion with J Christopher
Flowers, chairman and chief executive officer of US private
equity firm JC Flowers & Co, about the outlook for the financial
sector in the context of private equity. Flowers kindly agreed
to be filmed at the event and a recording of his insightful talk
can be viewed on our website, www.collerinstitute.com.
In April this year our events agenda took us further east to
the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. Professor Francesca Cornelli,
academic director of the Coller Institute, and Professor Andrew
Scott, deputy dean and professor of economics at London
Business School, addressed an audience during an evening
event jointly hosted by the Hong Kong Venture Capital and
Private Equity Association and the Coller Institute.
Under the headline Europe in Crisis? Macro Trends and
Private Equity Considerations, Professor Scott shed some light
on the key aspects of the European crisis, while Professor
Cornelli shared her views on the impact of private equity on
the recovery of the economy in Europe.

findings now on kindle and
new delete function
For electronic readers of Private Equity Findings, we have
enhanced the user experience by enabling editions to be
deleted and re-uploaded to the relevant tablet devices.
If you update the app to the latest version, you can use the
new edit function to delete any issues you no longer require.
Once deleted, all issues can be easily re-uploaded by clicking
on the relevant issue displayed below the bar.
In addition, you can now download the Private Equity Findings
app for Kindle readers (Kindle Fire, Kindle Fire 10 and above).
The app can be found on Amazon.

annual Mvision roundtable – 26 November 2013
A traditional fixture on our calendar for many years, the MVision
Roundtable will discuss the major concerns of the industry.
private equity and the pharma sector – TBD
Following our case study article in this issue (see p15), the Coller
Institute will host an event looking at the PE impact on the pharma sector
and the pharma sector’s opportunities and challenges regarding PE.
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Free Private Equity Findings
and Events apps
Available now

Stay up to date with the Coller Institute of Private
Equity’s new free apps.
All issues of Private Equity Findings and full
details of upcoming events – starting with the annual
Symposium, our flagship event – are now available
across Android, BlackBerry and iOS.

Private Equity
Findings app
Read each issue on
a layout optimised for
tablet screens
Sign in to the app even
when you are not online
Share the app with
social networks and
customise your sharing
message
Be notified when new
issues are available

Events app
Access the full events
schedule and receive
updates
Book and pay for your
places at events
See venue information
and maps
Download presentation
materials and research
papers from
www.collerinstitute.com
Interact with others and
discuss events using
hashtags

The Private Equity Findings and Events apps are
free to download from iTunes. The Events app is
also available via events.collerinstitute.com

Coller Institute
of Private Equity

Coller Institute of Private Equity
London Business School | Regent’s Park
London NW1 4SA | United Kingdom
Switchboard +44 (0)20 7000 7000
Direct line
+44 (0)20 7000 8126
Email
collerpe@london.edu
www.london.edu | London experience. World impact.

Register at our website: www.collerinstitute.com
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